Reconfigurable high-performance computing systems (RHPC) have been attracting more and more attention over the past few years. RHPC systems are a promising solution for accelerating system performance, lowering power consumption and minimizing operation cost. In order to achieve high performance on this hybrid system, it is important to effectively explore the design space, which includes accelerator synthesis, resource allocation and job scheduling. In this paper we propose novel algorithms for reconfigurable resource allocation and job scheduling to optimize performance of multicore RHPC systems. Specifically, we first propose an interesting approximation algorithm to assign jobs to processors with consideration of coprocessors at the global optimization step. Then we present an optimal solution for coprocessor selection in the local optimization step. In this paper we also demonstrate that designers can quickly explore a large number of accelerator design choices with the help of high-level synthesis tools. Experiments show that our proposed techniques provide efficient solutions for real-life benchmarks and generate higher quality of results. When compared to other heuristic algorithms, our results can achieve up to 47% performance improvement.
INTRODUCTION
As simple frequency scaling reaches its limit due to wire delay, design variation, power consumption and heat dissipation, we have entered the era of multicore microprocessors. A number of microprocessor manufactures, such as Intel, IBM, AMD and Sun MicroSystems, have launched their due-core and quad-core processor products. We expect to see an increasing number of cores with each advance in feature size. However, to process the massive amounts of data in the "Era of Tera" [7] , we will see an increase in the demand for computing. Then, the challenging question is how to further boost system performance steadily for future computations beyond simple parallelization.
High-performance computing based on integrating generalpurpose multicore microprocessors and field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) has been attracting increased interest over the past few years. First, customization of FPGAs for each application allows optimized application-specific memory structures, massive parallelism and deep pipelining. In addition, FPGA technology still has abundant growth potential in capacity and clock rate. Thus, an application-specific coprocessor can more likely achieve better performance than the conventional general-purpose CPUs. Second, the heat dissipation and power consumption of FPGAs are significantly less than general-purpose CPUs due to much lower clock frequency on FPGAs. Leveraging configurable coprocessors can dramatically reduce the system power consumption and lower the operation costs of data centers. Finally, the reconfigurability of FPGAs provides sufficient flexibility to migrate computation between the hardware and software in order to adapt to a wide range of applications and evolving specifications and standards.
A number of high-performance computing vendors, such as Cray [26] , SGI [33] and SRC [34] , have offered their architectures to integrate microprocessors and reconfigurable fabrics for the highend server market. XtremeData [35] and Altera [25] have also provided FPGA coprocessor solutions for AMD Opteron-based systems. These evolving hybrid systems have presented a "plug and play" architecture solution to developers for adding processing power without modifying their infrastructure. Moreover, high bandwidth connections, such as the HyperTransport bus from AMD and Front Side Bus from Intel, have significantly reduced the communication time between core processors and FPGAs, which was a major bottleneck in traditional reconfigurable computing systems. On the software side, high-level synthesis tools, such as AutoPilot [24] , Catapult C [27] , and Impulse C [28] have made programming reconfigurable devices much easier. Developers can still work on the high-level C or C-like languages, and synthesis tools can automatically compile the code down to hardware implementations. A number of recent research efforts [6] [18] have successfully applied highlevel synthesis tools for applications in the high-performance computing domain. The advances in software support, as well as architectures, promote adoption of the FPGA-based acceleration.
A crucial step to achieving high performance in this hybrid system is to effectively explore the huge design space, which includes accelerator synthesis, resource allocation and job scheduling. Over the last two decades, there have been tremendous efforts that involved solving problems related to reconfigurable computing. A comprehensive survey of reconfigurable computing can be found in [4] [13] and other papers. However, little attention has been paid to the synthesis and job scheduling problem for multicore RHPC systems. Under the new scenario, the heterogeneous multiprocessor systems are used to perform a number of diverse computation-intensive applications, such as financial analytics, physical simulation and data mining. Most of these are routinely executed as batch jobs on multiprocessor or multicore systems. How to use reconfigurable resources effectively for the jobs and schedule them on processors is a key to maximizing the system performance and lowering costs; this has motivated us to investigate the problem. In our work, we especially focus on the system performance optimization problem.
The contributions in this work are a systematic synthesis flow and novel algorithms for system performance optimization under an area constraint for multicore RHPC systems. Specifically, in the global optimization stage we propose a 2-approximation algorithm to assign jobs to processors which guarantees to generate a solution with objective function value of at most two times the optimum. In the following local optimization step, we propose a dynamic programming algorithm to finally select the coprocessor configurations to maximize system performance. We prove that the problem can be optimally solved. We also discuss the techniques used to achieve design tradeoffs for coprocessor implementations. We demonstrate that the tradeoffs can be conveniently obtained with the help of high-level synthesis tools.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first present our problem formulation in Section 2. The synthesis flow and algorithmic details for solving the performance optimization problem under area constraint are described in Section 3, followed by experimental results in Section 4. Finally, conclusion remarks are presented in Section 5.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this work we are targeting the reconfigurable high-performance computing systems which consist of multicore processors and FPGA fabrics that are connected either by high-bandwidth connections such as AMD's HyperTransport or Intel's Front Side Bus (as shown in Figure 1 ). The cores in the multicore processor can be either heterogeneous or homogeneous. The reconfigurable resources are shared among all the cores and can be used to implement coprocessors for the most computation-intensive kernels. Applications can access the coprocessors through welldefined APIs managed at the OS layer. The APIs define the protocol between CPUs and FPGA coprocessors, and transfer data and control information to/from the coprocessors. Applications need to transfer data to the local memory resident in the FPGAs before coprocessors start to execute. Calculated results will be fetched from the out-buffer of the coprocessors to the microprocessors' memory. The programs running on the system are a set of independent computationally demanding jobs. For example, stock option pricing calculation, pattern analysis, spectral analysis, and similarity detection are routinely executed jobs on servers in a finance institute. In our work, we assume that every job is to be processed by exactly one processor. Job j takes p ij time units when processed by processor i, which can be obtained by profiling tools.
To accelerate these jobs, computation-intensive kernels can be identified and become candidates for coprocessor implementation. Considering a job with software execution time t sw , a portion of the job can be implemented on a coprocessor on FPGAs. The execution time of the coprocessor is t hw , and the communication time spent to transfer data between core processors and FPGAs is t comm . Then we can reduce the execution time by t sw -t hw + t comm . In our work, the FPGA resources are statically allocated to a set of jobs executed regularly on servers. Once configured, the same set of jobs will run over a long period of time or indefinitely. Hence, FPGA configuration time is negligible.
Usually, we may have a number of implementation choices for a coprocessor to make tradeoff between performance and cost. Suppose a coprocessor of job j has multiple implementation choices. A particular implementation choice k for job j can reduce the execution time of job j on processor i by ∆p ijk with area c jk; we will use a tuple <∆p ijk , c jk > to represent the configuration in our paper. Since we have limited FPGA area, it is important to allocate the FPGA resources appropriately to the coprocessors so that the system performance can be maximized. In addition to the FPGA resource allocation, job assignment is equally important in order to achieve the optimal performance since we have multiple cores in the system. In a multiprocessor system processing batch jobs, one of the most important optimization criterions is makespan, the maximum processing time on the processors. Therefore, we formulate our resource-constrained RHPC (RC-RHPC) optimization problem as follows.
RC-RHPC synthesis problem:
Given n microprocessors, m independent jobs and their profiling information, the coprocessor configuration candidates for each job, and area budget C for FPGA chips, select a subset of coprocessor configurations to be implemented on FPGAs, and schedule the tasks on the n microprocessors so that the makespan is minimized under the area constraint.
Theorem 1. The decision problem of RC-RHPC synthesis is NPcomplete.
Proof: A general multiprocessor scheduling problem can be reduced to a RC-RHPC problem by setting the area budget to 0. Since the multiprocessor scheduling problem is NP-complete [8] , the RC-RHPC synthesis problem is also NP-complete.□ Note that this problem is different from the scheduling and binding problems in the traditional high-level synthesis (HLS). In HLS, each operation has a fixed execution time whereas each job in our problem may have a large number of coprocessor configurations which lead to various execution times. In addition, resource constrained scheduling problem assume that the number and type of resources are given before scheduling. However, in our problem, we need to consider both coprocessor selection and scheduling to maximize performance under a total area constraint.
Figure 2. An example of RC-RHPC problem
Figure 2(a) shows an example of three tasks to be processed by two identical microprocessors. The total FPGA area is six units. The numbers in the second column show the software processing time p ij for each task. In this example, each application has only one coprocessor, and each coprocessor has two possible implementations. The coprocessors' execution times and areas are shown in the fourth and fifth column respectively. As mentioned before, we need to solve coprocessor selection and job assignment in the RC-RHPC problem. A simple approach, that we call greedy algorithm, is to solve the two subproblems separately. In this approach, the first step is to select coprocessors so that the maximum execution time reduction can be achieved. Then coprocessors 1 and 5 will be selected. After that, the minimum makespan we can obtain is 11 as shown in Figure 2 (b). However, considering coprocessor selection and job assignment simultaneously can lead to the solution shown in Figure 2 (c) with a makespan of 8. For this example, the inferior makespan is about 37.5% longer than the optimal one. It indicates that the two subproblems depend on each other and need to be carefully considered at the same time in order to achieve the optimal makespan.
PROPOSED SYNTHESIS FLOW AND ALGORITHMS
We propose a three-step approach as shown in Figure 3 to minimize makespan under the area constraint. The first step is to explore the design space and generate all the coprocessor design points and obtain their performance/cost tradeoff curves. Then, we perform coprocessor-aware job scheduling, which assigns jobs to processors with consideration of coprocessor acceleration and cost. After the job assignment is done, the last step selects the coprocessor configurations to achieve the minimal makespan. We shall discuss the three steps in detail in the following subsections. 
Design Trade-offs Generation
When designing a hardware accelerator, architects are usually able to tune a number of parameters to achieve different performance and cost. However, the design exploration process is time consuming and error-prone if designers are working at the register transfer level. Therefore, usually only a small portion of the design space can be explored by manual design. With the advance of high-level synthesis tools, the exploration process becomes much easier. Designers can reconstruct the specification at behavioral level. In addition, most high-level synthesis tools can perform program transformation and optimizations with the directions from designers. AutoPilot [24] , the commercial synthesis tool used in our experiments, provides synthesis options and pragmas so that different constraints and optimization techniques can be applied to the same specification to obtain various design points. In general, there are many transformation and synthesis techniques which can be applied to obtain design tradeoffs. In our experiments, we have selected the following techniques to demonstrate that design space can be explored at a higher abstraction level by using high-level synthesis tools. Next, we shall briefly discuss the techniques used in this work for design tradeoff exploration.
Resource constraint: If parallelism is abundant in a design, simply setting resource constraints (i.e., the number of adders, multipliers, etc.) can lead to various design tradeoffs. Increasing resources can let more operations be executed in parallel, thus shortening application latency. When resources are increased to a certain number, the performance cannot be further improved due to the available instruction-level and data-level parallelism.
Module selection: The current FPGA vendors provide IPs for certain operations. For example, the Xilinx Floating-Point Core [31] offers designers a parameterized library of floating point operation implementations. These cores can be customized to allow optimization for latency, frequency or area. Module selection is the process of selecting specific modules for each operator to meet design constraints.
Loop pipelining: Loop pipelining [16] is an optimization technique to realize temporal parallelism by scheduling different iterations to be executed in an overlapped fashion. The initiation interval (denoted II), the time interval between consecutive 
Coprocessor-Aware Job Assignment
In this step, we are going to assign jobs to processors and take the generated coprocessors into consideration at the same time. We observe that this problem can be modeled as an extension of the generalized assignment problem.
Generalized assignment problem:
Given values C and T, we wish to decide if there exists a schedule of total cost at most C such that the makespan is at most T.
The generalized assignment problem can be mathematically formulated as an integer linear programming problem ILP(T,C) shown above. In this formulation, we introduce a 0-1 integer variable x ij for each machine-job pair. x ij is 1 if job j is assigned to processor i. Equation (1) and (3) ensure that the total cost and makespan are no more than C and T respectively. Equation (2) indicates that each job should be processed by one and only one processor. 
∑
The best approximation algorithm so far is proposed by Shmoys and Tardos [19] , which gives a polynomial-time 2-approximation algorithm. The algorithm is based on solving linear relaxations of
ILP(T,C), denoted as LP(T,C)
, and then rounding the fractional solution intelligently to a nearby integer solution. Specifically to obtain the integer solution, a bipartite graph is constructed followed by a minimum-cost matching. The details can be found in the paper [19] . Based on the proof in that paper, we can have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.
If LP(T,C) has a feasible solution, then there exists a schedule that has makespan of at most 2T and cost no more than C.
We shall discuss the extension of the generalized assignment problem in the remainder of this section. In our problem, if a coprocessor configuration k is used, job j can be finished in time p ijk =p ij -∆p ijk on machine i with incurred cost c jk . For each job j, a coprocessor implementation k' is dominated by implementation k if ∆p ijk' ≤∆p ijk and c jk' ≥ c jk . The dominated implementations can be pruned out to get a pareto optimal set. Thus, the pareto frontier can be plotted on a graph with time along the X-axis and cost along the Y-axis. We can define a convex pareto set as an ordered subset of the design configurations such that the piecewise linear interpolant f connecting each configuration, taking the execution time as the independent variable, is a convex function. The value of f increases as the processing time decreases. Two adjacent configurations define an interval where the linear interpolant l i for this interval is a straight line connecting the two configurations. The slope of l i increases monotonically which indicates that the reduction in execution time increases at a decreasing rate with the amount of resource employed. The concept has also been used in [1] to efficiently perform system evaluation. Figure 4 shows a convex pareto set for a design. Our job assignment algorithm is based on the approximation that assumes all the design points in the convex hull are available. Then we can formulate the job assignment problem as the following mixed integer linear program LP_EXT(T,C), where x ij is a 0-1 integer variable and x ijh is a real variable. In this program, x ij is 1 if job j is assigned to processor i. x ijh is the parameter used to determine a design point in the convex hull defined above. Note that for a given pair of i and j, the sum of all the x ijh (for h=1,…,w) equals 1 if x ij is 1. In addition, the p ij and c ij are the execution time and cost for a design point in the convex hull.
Due to the complexity of mixed integer programs, it is practically infeasible to obtain exact solutions for the LP_EXT problem with large sizes. Interestingly, we find that the following approximation, a linear relaxation followed by careful rounding, is a 2-approximation algorithm. in the rounded solution, we can see that the makespan is at most 2T and cost at most C in the LP_EXT(T,C)□ Actually, we can refine the approximation by assuming that only the design points along the convex curve are available. Since the piecewise linear function is convex, we can guarantee that the point is in the convex hull, as illustrated in Figure 4 . Projecting the points obtained from LP_EXT(T,C) vertically onto the curves, we obtain a legal solution without an increase to the total cost and makespan. In fact, we can prove that the design points will always be on the curve if a tight cost constraint is given.
Coprocessor Selection
The previous step assigned jobs to processors by approximating their execution times and costs using convex piecewise linear functions. It assumes that all the design points can be obtained along the linear curves; however, only a number of discrete design points may be available. Therefore, this coprocessor selection step is to select the coprocessor configurations under the area and job assignment constraints so that the makespan is minimized.
Given a value T, the corresponding decision problem is whether we can select a subset of coprocessor configurations so that the system makespan is no more than T while the total area used is no more than C. If we can solve the decision problem, the minimal makespan can be obtained by a binary search of T and solving a series of decision problems.
Let S i denote the set of tasks mapped onto processor i. CL i is the list of coprocessor implementation choices for the tasks in S i . If
MinA i (T) is the minimal area requirement for processor i so that its total execution time is no more than T, we can prove the following lemma.
Based on this observation, we only need to calculate MinA i for i=1,…, m, which can be solved by dynamic programming. Suppose T i is the total execution time of S i without any coprocessor acceleration, MinA i is 0 if T i is no more than T. Otherwise, let ∆T i =T i -T, that is, ∆T i is the time needed to be saved by accelerators. If CL i is empty, we cannot shorten the makespan by using coprocessors. Thus, we set the MinA i to +∞. Based on the solutions of the subproblems, we can define the recurrence function g(CL i , ∆T i ) for computing MinA i as:
where CL' i is the remaining coprocessors after the first coprocessor configuration in the list, whose tuple is <∆p ijk , c jk >, has been eliminated from consideration. Note that we may have multiple implementation choices for a particular coprocessor. We need to eliminate all the other choices if an implementation of a coprocessor has been used, which is denoted as CL i " in the above equation. The problem has O(∆T i N) complexity, where N is the total number of coprocessor configurations.
Since the decision problem can be optimally solved, we can use a binary search to find the minimal makespan under the given job assignment. Therefore, we can draw the following conclusion: Theorem 4. The coprocessor selection problem can be optimally solved in pseudo polynomial time.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have implemented our algorithm in a C++/Unix environment. LPsolve [30] , a publicly available linear programming solver has been used to solve linear programs. In this experiment, the target FPGA device is Xilinx Virtex4 FPGA. We selected the ten applications from finance computation [29] , scientific computation, lithography simulation, cryptography, bioinformatics and media processing as the jobs to be accelerated as shown in Table 1 .
First, we modified these programs to make them synthesizable. Then applying the tradeoff generation techniques discussed in Section 3.1, we manually tweaked the C programs and synthesized a number of design implementations for each computation-intensive kernels. Table 1 lists the number of coprocessor implementation choices for each application. For example, Figure 5 shows the FFT coprocessor implementations generated by AutoPilot TM on Xilinx Virtex4 FPGAs. The FFT example is used in spectral transform shallow water model simulation and consists of single precision arithmetic operations. In its kernel computation, we have nested loops which are frequently executed. In coprocessor implementations, the loops can be pipelined to achieve better performance. As discussed in the previous section, if setting smaller initiation interval in loop pipelining, we can get better throughput and use more resources. For example, when II is 2, the coprocessor uses 21547 slices. When we relax II to 8, the used slices reduce to 16726 slices. In the meantime, we can generate various customized floating point IP cores using Xilinx floating point library. For example, Table 2 lists different implementations for floating pointer add/sub IP. When latency increases, the core uses for slices, however can run at a higher frequency. We can select different configurations to generate various implementations. In Figure 5 , the area is the total number of used slices. The design with the minimum resource usage saves area by about 29% compared to the design with the largest area. However, its performance is 2.56X slower than the fastest implementation.
Similarly, Figure 6 shows another design tradeoff curve for a litho simulation coprocessor synthesis by applying loop parallelization. Table 1 . The set of implementation choices provides designers with enough flexibility to choose the best implementation for their design.
Simulation Methodology
In order to accurately measure the performance of the hybrid system, we have developed a multicore simulation framework, namely MC-Sim [5] , which uses SESC [32] as our core simulator. SESC models a full out-of-order pipeline with branch prediction, caches, and every other component of a modern processor necessary for accurate simulation. A hardware coprocessor's performance can be precisely measured by simulating the design at register-transfer level. However, the extremely slow simulation speed makes it only applicable for small designs or stimulus. Therefore, the conventional method cannot be used in our architecture exploration. In our work, we built a tool which generates cycle-accurate ANSI C performance models for coprocessors after a high-level synthesis process. The generated models can simulate state transitions based on inputs and calculate latency accurately. Through well-defined interfaces, the C performance models can be accessed as a library call in MCSim. Besides the models for core processors and coprocessors, a cycle-accurate communication model is developed as well which models the communication delay for transferring data between FPGAs and core processors in the system. The details of the simulator can be found in [5] . We compared the accuracy of our generated C performance models with the corresponding RTL SystemC models generated by AutoPilot. The experimental results show that the C models have the same accuracy while running at least 50X faster than RTL models for small-sized designs. For large designs, the speedup is even much higher.
RHPC Synthesis Results
In our experiment we model a system consisting of multiple 6-issue, out-of-order cores running at 2GHz. Each core has a separate 64KB L1 instruction and data cache. A 1MB L2 cache is shared among all the cores. Note that the coprocessors latency will be scaled in MC-Sim by a factor that is the ratio between the frequency of general-purpose cores and coprocessors. We applied our algorithm to various FPGA area constraints. Figure 7 shows the final system makespan with the given area budgets. System makespan decreases as more FPGA area is given. For a 2-core system, the makespan with 10K slices is 2.67X larger than the one with 100K slices. When more cores are added to the system, the trend still holds. However, the speedup is not as significant as the 2-core system. Figure 8 shows the final FPGA area usage under various budget constraints. Since our algorithm guarantees that the area usage will not be larger than the given area budget, we can see that the curves are always under the area budget line. To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, we also compare it to the aforementioned greedy approach that solves the scheduling and resource allocation independently. Figure 9 shows the percentage of makespan reduction by using our proposed method compared to the greedy one. We can see that our proposed method almost always outperforms the greedy algorithm. When the area budget increases, our proposed algorithm shows more advantage when considering coprocessors and scheduling simultaneously. On average, our algorithm can reduce makespan by 29%, 36% and 47% for 2-core, 4-core and 8-core systems respectively. Finally we measured the execution time of our solver as shown in Table 3 . We used all the ten benchmarks and synthesized for 2-core, 4-core and 8-core systems respectively. We list the number of variables and constraints generated using our LP formulation. The last row shows the total execution time when the program running at a 2.6GHz Xeon CPU with 1GB memory. Since our proposed algorithm only needs to solve LP programs, the execution time is fast. And we can also apply our scalable algorithm to larger problems. 
CONCLUSION
Reconfigurable high-performance multicore systems have been attracting more and more attention over the past few years. In this paper we present efficient algorithms for reconfigurable resource allocation and job scheduling for this hybrid system. We also present techniques for coprocessor design tradeoff generation, and demonstrate that designers can quickly explore a large number of design choices with the help of high-level synthesis tools. The experimental results show that our algorithms can effectively utilize reconfigurable resources to shorten system makespan, resulting in quality that is up to 47% better than a simple heuristic algorithm.
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